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Revision (4 topics) 

Topic 1: A Brave Boy’s Secret (23.8.20-Sunday) 

             
#Write true for ‘True’ statements and ‘False’ for false 

statements.  

 

1. Hasan was bad at his school work. 

2. Hasan was good at sports. 

3. Hasan was not afraid of the dark. 

4. The camping spot was covered with small trees. 

5. Hasan was sharing his tent with Amit. 

6. Salman shone his torch through the opening tent. 

7. The noise was coming from a tiger. 

#Choose the right answer:  

1. Hasan's _____ knew that he was afraid of the dark? 

a) teachers     b) friends     c) parents     d) tents  

2. Who was afraid of the dark?  

a) Hasan     b) Salman     c) Hasan's parents     d) The owl  

3. Who was the toughest boy in the class? 

a) Salman    b) Hasan    c) Rayhan    d) Alom 

4. Who was too shocked to reply? 

a) Salman     b) Hasan     c) their teacher     d) Hasan's parents  

5. What was there outside the tent?  

a) cat     b) a bird      c) an owl    d) a rat 

 

 

 



 

#Matching 

 

A B 

a) Hasan was i. happy to have Salman with him. 

b) He was good ii. a smart boy. 

c) He was afraid iii. at school work. 

d) He felt scared iv. of the dark! 

e) He was very v. as he saw the tents. 

 

 

#Write the answer of the following questions briefly :                        

 

1. Write about Hasan? 

2. What was Hasan good at? 
3. How was the place of camping in the story ‘A brave boy’s 

secret’? 
4. With whom Hasan was sharing his tent? 
5. What began to cry in the story ‘A brave boy’s secret’? 
6. From where was the sound coming in the story ‘A brave boy’s 

secret’? 

 

# Fill in the blanks with suitable words: 

1. Hasan was a ___________ boy. 

2. Hasan was good at _______________work. 

3. Hasan was afraid of the __________. 

4. Hasan was going on a __________________________ trip. 

5. It was early evening when they finally ___________ their camping spot. 

6. Hasan _________ very scared as he saw the tents. 

 

 



 

Answer  
#True/False  

1. False  

2. True  

3. False  

4. False  

5. False  

6. False  

7. False  

 

# Choose the right answer  

1. parents  

2. Hasn  

3. Salman  

4. Hasan  

5. an owl  

 

# Matching  

a+ii  

b+iii  

c+iv  

d+v  

e+i  



# Question’s answer  

1. Hasan was a smart boy.  

2. Hasan was good at school work and sports.  

3. It was a beautiful green valley.  

4. Hasan was sharing his tent with Salman.  

5. Salman began to cry in the story ‘A brave boy’s secret.  

6. The sound was coming from an owl in the story ‘A brave boy’s.  

 
 

# Fill in the bkanks  

1. smart  

2. school  

3. dark  

4. camping  

5. reached  

6. felt  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Topic 2: The History of Money 

Revision for 2
nd

 Term 

                           Teacher’s name- Afroza Akter Eva 

A. Choose the right answer:  

1. What did people do to get what they needed?  

        a) bartering     b) steeling     c) snatching     d) working hard 

2. Which animal didn't they exchange?  

        a) cows    b) tiger    c) goats    d) camel 

3. What did they exchange/trade animal skins for?  

        a) pottery    b) foods    c) apples    d) grain  

4. What was a kind of token? 

         a) salt    b) tea leaves    c) money    d) seeds 

5. What did farmers use to trade?  

         a) tea leaves    b) oranges     c) cattle    d) seeds 

Answer:  

1. a) bartering    2. b) tiger      3.  d) grain   4.  c) money   5. b) oranges      

 

B.  Answer each question in one sentence: 

1. What was a kind of 'token'?  

2. What did the ancient Chinese and Indians use as money?  

3. What was the first form of money ever used?  

4. Which metal tools were used as money?  

5. Who invented paper money?  

6. What did Americans use as money? 

7. How do we pay for things now? 



 

 

Answer: 1) Money was a kind of token. 

                2) The ancient Chinese and Indians used cowries’ shells as money. 

 3) Cowries’ shell was the first form of money ever used. 

 4)  Knives and spades were used as money. 

 5) The Chinese invented paper money. 

 6) Native Americans used wampum as money. 

 7) Now we pay for things with credit cards or cheques. 

 

C. Fill in the gaps using suitable words:  

1. About _____ years ago, precious metals were used in Egypt and Asia.  

2. The _____ invented paper and started printing paper money.  

3. Paper money was invented about _____ years ago.  

4. _____ cards allow us to get cash wherever we need it.  

5. The _____ Chinese and Indians used cowries’ shells as money. 

 

Answer:  1) 4500     2) Chinese      3) 1800       4) Cash        5) ancient 

 

D. Find out whether the statements are true or false:  

1. When people started growing crops, they still used animals for barter.  

2. The first form of money ever used was cowry shells.  

3. Metal tools like knives and spades were used as money.  

4. The chains were made from metal coins.  

5. The ancient Chinese used wampum as money. 



Answer:-1) False.  

                2) True.  

                3) True  

                4) True  

                5) False. 

 

E. Matching: 

 

A B 

a) Thousands of years ago, no 

one 
i. always possible. 

b) People exchanged cattle like ii. grain, or pottery for food. 

c) When people started growing 

crops, 
iii. needed money. 

d) They used to trade animal 

skins for 
iv. cows, goats, camels and other animals. 

e) That  was not v. they used crops for barter. 

 

Answer- a+iii 

                 b+iv 

        c+v 

        d+ii 

         e+i 

 

 

 

 

 



                                        Topic 3: If I Had a Magic Carpet  
                                                                   Revision  

A. Write down the poem ‘If I Had a Magic Carpet’ with poet’s name (8 lines)  
 

B. Write the answer of the following questions in one sentence:  

1. What did the poet wish for?  

2. Where would the poet travel first on a magic carpet?  

3. What would the poet not share?  

4. How would the poet have greatest time?  

5. What would the poet collect from everywhere?  

 

 

C. Fill in the blanks with suitable words:  
1. The poet would be ______________ selfish.  

2. The poet would not _______________________ her magic carpet.  

3. The poet wanted to _________________out her tongue at her friend.  

4. If I had a __________________,I could travel anywhere.  

5. The poet would travel the ______________ first.  

6. The poet would collect __________________.  

 

 

 

D. Find out whether the following statements are true or false. If false write the correct 

statements:  
1. The poet wanted a magic carpet.  

2. The poet would travel nowhere.  

3. The poet would collect books.  

4. The poet would travel by making sound.  

5. The poet would like to share the magic carpet.  

 



                                  Answer  
A. If I Had a Magic Carpet 

-Delilah 

If I had a magic carpet, 

That could travel anywhere, 

I'd probably be quite selfish 

And wouldn't want to share. 

I'd have the greatest time, 

Whooshing about all on my own, 

And I'd collect myself a postcard 

From everywhere I'd flown. 



B. Answer:  

1. The poet wished for a magic carpet.  

2. The poet would travel sea first on a magic carpet.  

3. The poet would not share the magic carpet.  

4. The poet would have greatest time by whooshing all around.  
 

5.The poet would collect postcard from everywhere  

 

 

 

c. Answer-  

1.quite 2. share 3. stick 4. magic carpet 5. sea 6. postcard  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D. Answer:  

1. True.  

2. False. (The poet would travel everywhere.)  

3. False. (The poet would collect postcard.)  

4. True.  

 

5. False. (The poet would not like to share the magic carpet.)  

6. True.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



                          Topic 4: The Unlucky Tree  

                                          Revision 
 

Fill in the gaps using suitable words:  
1. The needles were _____ and ____.  

2. "If I could have a wish. I would ask for leaves of _____ gold."  

3. A _____ came with a huge sack.  

4. The glass leaves laid _____ in the dust.  

5. A mother goat saw the ______ , new leaves; and she nibbled.  

6. The shinning leaves shattered on the ________________.  

7. Finally, the trees ____________ were back.  

 

Find out whether the statements are true or false. If false write the 

correct answer.  
1. The little tree stood cold and bare after the storm.  

2. The pedlar saw the glitter of the glass leaves.  

3. The first wish of the little tree was about getting the golden leaves.  

4. The little tree felt grand after getting the golden leaves.  

5. The little tree cried bitterly after losing the green leaves.  

 



Answer each question in one sentence:  
1. What did the little tree endure?  

2. Why was the little tree sad?  

3. How were the needles of the little tree?  

4. What happened to the golden leaves?  

5. What ruined the leaves of glass?  

6. Who nibbled the green leaves?  

7. What was the little tree’s last wish?  

 

Matching: A  B  

 

a) There was a little tree  

 

i)hurried away leaving the little tree 

cold and bare.  

b)It endured both good  ii)the little tree did not care.  

c)The pedlar saw the glitter  iii)that stood bravely in the woods.  

d)He picked them all and  iv)and stormy weather.  

e)And all the other tree laughed, too, 

but  

v)of the golden leaves.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                          Answer  

Fill in the blanks  
1. sharp, prickly 2. pure 3. Pedlar  

4. broken 5. Crisp 6. ground 7. needles  

True/False  
1. False.  

2. False.  

3. True.  

4. True.  

5. True.  

One sentence questions  
: 1. The little tree endured both good and bad weather.  

2. The little tree was sad because it had needles instead of green leaves.  

3. The needles were sharp and prickly.  

4. The golden leaves were stolen by a pedlar.  

5. A fierce storm ruined the glass leaves.  

6. Mother goat nibbled the green leaves.  

7. The little tree’s last wish was to get its needles back.  

Matching  

a+iii  

b+iv  

c+v  

d+i  

e+ii 


